
 

Captains' Announcement for the 2018 Season April 12th  

Sunday Qualifier 

Dear members, 

The 2018 golfing season at Shipley is upon us and to coincide with this, we are introducing a Qualifying Single 

Stableford which will be held every Sunday and open to all Gentleman and Lady Members. 

This will be played from the Red Tees for Ladies and Yellow Tees for Gentlemen and will make Sunday a day 

for competitive mixed golf. The competition will not be obligatory, therefore anyone wanting to come down 

to play on a Sunday and not enter the competition can do so. 

Bookings will be done on BRS during the previous week and the competition will run over the whole day 

allowing anyone to play at any time from early morning to late afternoon. Tee times will not be blocked out, 

therefore any groups wanting to play together will have to book available consecutive Tee times throughout 

the day subject to availability. 

Any pre-diarised Sunday events, i.e. Open Days/Club Competitions will take priority. 

Score cards will be handed into the Pro’s shop or dropped into the card box, the scores will be calculated by 

Nathan and his team and will be published the following day with a Ladies and Men’s divisional winner and 

runner up. 

The idea of the Sunday Stableford has been born out of the need to provide flexibility as a club and increase 

the opportunity for any member to play competitive golf on either day over a weekend, especially for those 

who find it difficult to play on Saturdays due to flexible working hours. 

Sunday is already a popular day for many couples who come down to play, hopefully this will encourage the 

expansion of mixed golf within the club and will be a platform to bring more custom into the Clubhouse and 

Pro’s shop and encourage much needed new membership. This also offers an opportunity for Gentleman 

members to play a qualifier off the Yellow Tees who find the course length off the White Tees a less 

pleasurable experience. 

I have discussed this at great length with Di, Nathan, the Ladies Sunday League and the committee and was 

given approval at the last committee meeting. The Sunday Qualifier will commence on Sunday the 13th May. 

Di and I hope this will receive good support and prove a success throughout the 2018 golfing season. 

Best regards 

Nick and Di  

Captain’s 2018 

 


